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Egyptian Pharaonic Chakra System with their Essences 
 

“Divine Magick – Our Messages are in the Essences” – RA & ISIS 
 

Beloved Essences Are Particularly Healing 

and Powerful. They Are Tools That Help with Ascension and 

are Keys to The Living Library (That’s YOU). 
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The Essences are all high vibrational and blessed. They are blessed by The Holy Man at the 

pyramids (my twin flame husband) and Isis and Ra not to mention all the other masters, 

angels and beings of light for which they carry their names. He carries the energy of RA and I 

hold the energy of Isis. Chakras are portals, your invisible energy wheels aligned in your 

central crystalline light column. 

 

Matrix and Chakra Painting by ©2019 Rajenaira-Madalyn Kennedy 

Chakra Body Image by Pixabey 

IMPORTANT TIPS and Guidelines to follow if you are NEW to 

Using BELOVED ESSENCES 

These are extremely powerful and carry super high vibrations for clearing, healing and aligning 

all your bodies. Yes plural - bodies. Your physical, etherical, mental, spiritual and so on. 
 

If you are a “sensitive” and can feel energies easily don’t be surprised if you can feel these even 

before you take them out of their packages. However, once you do, please be gentle with 

yourself. I suggest applying just one a day at first. Be sure to take your time and smell each one 

by one as you apply them to your body. You can place them where the chakras actually are on 

your body or you can just place them up the inside of your forearms. The Essences will do their 

work automatically whether you are aware of it or not or even if you can’t feel anything. Just let 

them do what they do. You will adjust very quickly and within a week will be able to put all 10 

on in one setting so they can align, clear and balance your chakras (invisible energy wheels). 

Everything is about energy and how well you react to it. I am always available either on the 

phone or on a video call where I can talk you through using them one by one if you prefer. We 

would just need to schedule a time that we can get together. I’m super excited and here for you 

for this lovely journey with using these Blessed Essences. 

 

If you feel you sensitive enough to outside energies that have been bothering you and would like 

extra protection. I also have the super Powerful Protection Essences of OUD. I have included a 

link to the website which will explain much more about OUD for you. 

https://www.belovedessences.com/oud.html 

http://www.belovedessences.com/
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Who Am I and How are These Essences Different? 
 

To begin with, I’m just a normal human person that has had ups and downs, 

challenges and triumphs and in my life. That’s what being human is, isn’t it? We 

come into human form to experience human feelings of emotions, situations, 

connections and all of the wonderful, lovely things and some not so lovely; but the 

experience and the growth opportunities, mentally, physically and spiritually are 

always there to glean from. 

 

So not only are we in physical form, we also have higher self that is our spiritual 

form. This form has been with us since birth and through many, many other life times 

and births. 

 

My higher self, the true self, carries the energy consciousness and vibration of the 

Egyptian Goddess Isis, who is a beautiful loving and compassionate being of light 

who came to help humanity from a different realm or galaxy, if you prefer that word 

instead. The energetic being of Isis and the energetic being the Egyptian God RA 

introduced themselves to me when I was in Egypt decades ago. They told me that they 

are the Guardians of the Ancient Egyptian Essences and of the teachings that will go 

forth for humanity to understand the importance, power and necessity of working 

with these beautiful Ancient Egyptian Essences. 

 

All throughout Egypt you will find merchants who are there to sell you their essence 

(oils). The regular tourist, not a local or native Egyptian, does not understand that in 

today’s world the beauty of the pure essence can be synthesized, and diluted in a way 

that the fragrance you are introduced to while in Egypt, will fade away and can even 

turn rancid over a period of time. Now don’t get me wrong, not all merchants have 

done this to their product, but many have and as a tourist you don’t know the 

difference until you return home with your purchase. 

 

The Essences that I take care of have an extremely high vibration, imbued with the 

blessings of the Egyptian Goddess Isis and God Ra, the Godfather-Holy Man of Egypt 

and many of the ascended masters. These are frequency not just nice smells.  They 

are pure essence, without additional oils, chemicals, water or alteration to their 

ancient way of creating them. The frequency that is bestowed upon these essences is 

one of the great secrets and the ancient Egyptians understood and used these 

essences for their highly evolved spiritual and mystical teachings and initiations. 

http://www.belovedessences.com/
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Another secret was their ancient process of maceration of the fragrant petals or 

natural botanicals in large vats of water. Now maceration is the oldest method of all 

and it’s traditionally known that oil was used to soak the petals in for long periods of 

time. However, being soaked in water takes the longest time, a period of many years 

during which the process of moving the large vats of water to spend periods of time 

above ground in the sunlight and moonlight and then the move the vats back, deep 

underground is very slow, labor intensive and time consuming. With these Essences 

being frequency and with the higher beings of light, Isis and Ra and others, as the 

Guardians of these essences (frequencies) they are always in the correct vibration 

that is being experienced with the current shifts of frequency that humanity and 

mother earth is undergoing at this amazing time of expansion. 
 
 

Rajneaira-Madalyn Kennedy 

email: madalyn@belovedessences.com https://BelovedEssences.com pho: 866.729.4703 

Leader Lady Goddess Isis Egyptian Exclusive VIP Live Event and Spiritual Retreat Journey 

-Instructor Isis Priestesses Training 

http://www.belovedessences.com/
mailto:madalyn@belovedessences.com
https://belovedessences.com/
http://www.ancientheartstravel.com/
https://isisandraacademy.weebly.com/apprenticeship-studies.html
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Amber 

1st - Base Chakra 

Color: Red 

Egyptian Amber is pure and not at all like your typical amber 

scent. It has a yummy, delicate and beautiful scent. Amber creates 

a calming and grounding effect; it can release your pent- up 

feelings emotionally and physically. Known for reviving your 

deepest hidden powers. 

Red Musk 

2nd - Sacral Chakra 

Color: Orange 

Egyptian Musk is elegant, delicate, soothing and calming. It 

clears any blockages through your sexual and reproductive 

organs. Anti-depressant, Powerful energizer, Creates harmony 

in sexual organs, reproductive creative centers and in the whole 
body. 

Jasmine 

3rd - Solar Plexus Chakra 

Color: Yellow 

Egyptian Jasmine helps to calm the nerves, raises the spirits and 

inspires confidence. Aids with Spiritual opening. It is also 

wonderful for skincare. Egyptian Jasmine is one of the best and 

highest Jasmines in the world. Three famous brands that use this 

form of Jasmine are Christian Dior, Giorgio, Joy Jean Patou. 

Attar of Roses 

4th - Heart Chakra 
Color: Green 

The White Egyptian Attar of Rose is calming, instills optimism 

and is very good for your emotions and of course, the essence of 

love. Once you smell this beautiful essence you will get the 

impression that you just put your nose into the most fragrant, 

lovely and largest rose ever. 

Lavender 

5th - Throat Chakra 

Color: Blue 

Egyptian Lavender is relaxing for the nerves and muscles, 

encourages rejuvenation and clarity, and relieves tension 

headaches, aids in sleep. It also is very good for the skin for a 

silky-smooth feeling. Lavender has been used successfully for 

control of fleas with dogs and cats love it. 

Sandalwood 

6th - Brow/3rd Eye Chakra 

Color: Indigo 

Pure Egyptian Sandalwood for this chakra is made as a special 

sandalwood coconut blend. It promotes inspiration and 

relaxation, develops wisdom and aids deep meditation. Indian 

sandalwood is process differently causing it to be darker in color 

while the Egyptian Sandalwood is light in color and clear. 
 
 

Lotus 

7th - Crown Chakra 

Color: Purple 

Egyptian Lotus (white) is the symbol of enlightenment and an 

aid to meditation. Helps to promote relaxation. It can also be 

used to help relieve breathing problems 

http://www.belovedessences.com/
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The Ancient Royals believed the Lotus Flower was the guidance 

that lead the way for their soul’s retrieval. It was a symbol of 

Love. When you go to the 2nd floor of the Egyptian Museum in 

Cairo, you will see the exhibit of when they discovered lotus 

seeds in the vases of the golden mosque of King Tutankhamen. 

There were 4 alabaster vases and the Lotus they found was in its 

pure concentrated form. After 4,000 years the smell and 

vibrations was still present in the discovered vases. The Lotus 

flowers themselves have been grown by the nature spirits for 

millions of years. Lotus is used by both men and women 

 

Rare Blue Lotus 

8th - Heavenly Chakra- 

Aura Color: White 

The Rare Egyptian Blue Lotus has similar properties to white 

lotus but much more powerful and activates the 8th chakra. It 

works to keep all 7 of your bodies in alignment. Helps to 

promote good communication and relaxation. It also has a 

calming and easing effect on animals. Can rub in hands and 

move them over your head in your aura, use in shower or in a 

candle burner. 

Angel 

9th – Above 3rd Eye 

Color: Pale Lavender & 

Pink 

A special angelic blend of tree, herbs and flowers with a touch of 

Saffron flowers. Very special to use and it connects to the 3rd 

eye or Universal eye to understand and get the sense of “I Am” 

and “I AM Me”. It is located above the 8th charka about 18” to 3 

feet. It creates a wonderful uplifting, happy feeling. You will 

float. The 9th Chakra also carries the energetic vibration of ISIS 

MOST IMPORTANT 

ABOUT ANGEL AND 

MAINGATE 

Feeling of soaring with Angel and grounded back with Main 

Gate. Ra is adamant about not going out anywhere with just 

Angel without grounding yourself back into your body with 

Main Gate. This is very important, especially in the beginning. 

You might be able to handle Angel alone as you get more and 

more used to its uplifting energy. 

Check to see if your meridians are running backward. If so, do 

the Cross crawl and to get them running correctly again. 

Main Gate 
10th – Below the Feet 

A combination of tree, herbs and flower essences with a touch of 

Royal Amber, Sandalwood and White Musk. Deeply connects 

http://www.belovedessences.com/
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Color: Almond to the energy of the Earth Star Chakra. It helps you to return 

from astral travel and to ground. Carries the energetic vibration 

of RA. It’s located below your feet the same distance below 

ground as your height. You can place the essence on the bottom 

of your feet. 

Listen to your own intuition as to when and where you want to put a chakra essence or all of them. 
And notice if the color is not necessarily the traditional color you are used to for that chakra area. 
All our chakras are starting to merge into one just as we are beginning to recognize in our own 
physicality that we are all connected, part of the one. Just as RA has taught us in The Law Of One - - 
or can also be recognized as One-ness. As you continue to use these essences, you will start to 

notice that you will change how you want to use them. Be sure to truly follow your guidance and use 
them as you feel is right each day. 

Testimonials and Comments 

 

Recently, I had a surgery that not only was a difficult recovery physically but mentally and found 

out that it was also a very STRONG life “lesson”…. I had many ups and downs along with 

mental anguish associated with this surgery and in my worst days and hours, I felt strongly 

guided to pick up my beautiful pouch of essences. The ones that called to me most were for the 

1st, 2nd and 3rd Chakras which amazingly were exactly where the severe pain was. Upon listening, 

and applying the Beloved Essences, I could feel the heat and energy go directly to where I 

needed it to most and felt immediate relief for hours. These essences were healing me…. Along 

with bringing me the mental calm, peace and strength I needed to keep going. I know without a 

doubt that these essences called to me directly…they knew I needed their help. This just proves 

to me that Spirit is strong and lives in each and every one of us and calls to us and gives us 

guidance when we can’t seem to hear, or see anything else. These essences are a magical gift 

from Spirit given to Madalyn to share with the world. I can’t thank you enough Maddie….I will 

never go another day without them. In my normal physical state, they provide me with a direct 

feeling of linking in with Spirit and can’t imagine my life without them. Thank you for bringing 

to us Madalyn! Forever a customer in heart, mind and body!" Love & Light, Susan C., TX. 
 

Madalyn, I wish to thank you so very much for your beautiful Essences. From the moment they 

arrived, I not only loved the aroma to inhale for Healing but quickly replaced all the other 

Perfumes . As I placed such a tiny drop on my wrist I knew with the knowledge Madalyn so 

kindly gave me it was Healing where it was needed..As I am also very connected with anything 

Egyptian it is so amazing knowing the history of how they have been blessed and the vibration of 

the The God/Goddess energy is very evident, I know I will not be able to be without them, they 

are truly gorgeous. Anyone who has these Essences will also be blessed, thanks Madalyn. I love 

http://www.belovedessences.com/
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our connection, wishing every success for whatever your heart desires" Love & Blessings, 

Rosalie Muir of Australia 

 

Rose Essence: I prepared a bath, added 5 drops of heart chakra essence and stirred the water 

gently. Once in the tub, I made sure my heart chakra was submerged. At the end of several 

minutes I began to Reiki my heart chakra just beneath the left breast. With my eyes closed, I 

saw myself inside a jail cell. I then saw myself throw the cell door open wide, and without 

hesitation, I ran out of my cell. The experience of seeing that was exhilarating and I was 

overcome with happiness! My life has changed substantially, in so many positive ways, during 

the 3 months since I had that thrilling experience. Thank you for making this wonderful turn of 

events possible. “I never realized the power of these essences as a daily toolkit before but since 

I’ve started using them regularly, I can really appreciate what they do for me”. Cynthia G. – TX 

http://www.belovedessences.com/


 

 

 
 

 

 
 

How to Use Your Essences 

 

 

 

The Essences are all high vibrational and blessed. They are blessed by The Holy Man at the pyramids (my 

twin flame husband) and Isis and Ra, not to mention all the other masters, angels and beings of light for which 

they carry their names. 

Mystical Magical Realms Collection 

Mystical Dragon, Dragon's Breath, Fairy Dance, 

Fairy Wishing Well, Dragon Heart, Unicorns-Uni-pegus 

Mystical Sea Creatures, Phoenix Rising 

Just use a tiny drop. That’s all you really need. Sense, Feel   

and Enjoy. These are extremely powerful and carry super high 

vibrations for clearing, healing and aligning all your bodies. Yes 

plural - bodies. Your physical, etherical, mental, spiritual and so 

on. The Essences will do their work automatically whether you 

are aware of it or not or even if you can’t feel anything. Just let 

them do what they do. RA describes these as your 5D tools of 

Ascension. Your Intuition can guide you for placement. 

These are frequency not just nice smells. 

   

  

Consciousnesses 


